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a b s t r a c t

Biaxially oriented CaF2 films have been created by first using an oblique incidence vapor flux to deposit

CaF2 onto an amorphous surface to form vertically aligned nanorods which served as seeds to grow a

more continuous CaF2 capping layer under a subsequent normal incidence flux deposition. The entire

film possesses a unique {111}/12 1S biaxial texture as shown by X-ray pole figure analysis and

transmission electron microscopy (TEM). This unique texture formation is a result of shadowing and

surface diffusion effects. This biaxially oriented film on an amorphous substrate may be useful as a

buffer layer to grow active semiconductor devices.

& 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

I. Introduction

There has been intense interest in the growth of biaxially
textured films on amorphous substrates. The biaxially textured
films are not exactly single crystals, but they have strongly
preferred crystallographic orientations in both the out-of-plane
and in-plane directions [1,2]. Biaxial films have been used as
buffer layers for subsequent growth of highly oriented (both the
out-of-plane and in-plane) high Tc superconducting films to
achieve high current density. Techniques such as ion beam-
assisted deposition (IBAD) [3], rolling-assisted biaxially textured
substrate (RABiTS) [4], and oblique angle deposition (or inclined-
substrate) [5–7], have been adopted to create biaxially textured
films. Very recently, it was proposed that a biaxially textured film
on glass or other amorphous substrates may be used as a buffer
layer to grow high-quality semiconductor films for efficient and
low-cost solar cells [8,9] and other applications in optoelectronics.
Despite many challenges in materials compatibility, biaxial
quality, and surface topology, this methodology is intriguing and
if successful the impact could be substantial.

Oblique angle deposition is a simple, inexpensive, and scalable
technique for creating biaxially oriented films. A good example is

oblique angle deposited biaxial MgO films, which have been used
as the buffer layer for the growth of oriented high Tc super-
conductor films [5,7]. However, the growth of semiconductor
films on these oxide buffer layers could cause an undesirable
interface reaction with the semiconductor materials. Semicon-
ductor materials would thus be oxidized when deposited on the
MgO surface and the formation of biaxial texture would be
disrupted. In the present work, we focus on the creation of biaxial
CaF2 films using the oblique angle deposition technique on Si
wafers covered with a layer of amorphous native oxide. CaF2 has
been known as an excellent buffer layer material for the growth of
a variety of semiconductor materials including Si [10–14] and
compound semiconductors [15–17]. The heteroepitaxial struc-
tures with CaF2 have promising applications in many advanced
devices [14], such as resonant tunneling diodes [12] and electro-
optical modulators [14,18]. In the past, high-quality CaF2 buffer
layers have only been achieved on single-crystal Si substrates.
Here we adopted a two-step process to grow biaxially oriented
CaF2 films on amorphous substrates. Basic mechanisms that lead
to this final biaxially textured film are discussed.

2. Experimental procedure

The growth of the CaF2 nanorods was performed at near room
temperature (no intentional heating) in a high-vacuum thermal
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evaporation system with a base pressure of �1�10�7 Torr. The
detail of the setup was described elsewhere [19]. The CaF2 source
(Alfa Aesar, 99.9% pure, in the form of flakes) was placed in a
tungsten evaporation boat. The distance between the source and
the substrate was about 25 cm. Si wafer pieces (�1�1 cm2 in
dimension) covered with a native oxide were used as the
substrate. We grew a series of films with an oblique angle a
(angle between the incident flux and the substrate normal)
ranging from 01 to 751. The texture of the nanorod films was
evaluated through X-ray diffraction and X-ray pole figure analyses.
X-ray pole figures were obtained by collecting multiple diffraction
patterns using an area detector in a Bruker D8 Discover
diffractometer (Cu target, wavelength ¼ 0.15405 nm) [1]. Trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM, model JEOL 2010, 200 kV) was
used to examine how the texture evolves at different stages of
growth in more detail. A conventional cross-section TEM sample
preparation method was adopted here. Two pieces of sample were
glued together face to face using epoxy. The glued sample was

subjected to grinding and polishing to a thickness of �20mm and
followed by ion milling to reach electron transparency. The
morphology of the nanostructured film was studied by field
emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Carl Zeiss Supra
SEM 1550).

3. Results and discussion

In general, the nanorods are tilted. However, when a is around
651, the nanorods are oriented almost vertically. Fig. 1a and b
show the SEM side view and top view images of a 750-nm-thick
nanorod film with the incident flux coming from the left (a�651)
indicated by the arrow. The deposition rate was �15 nm/min.
These images show that the tip of the rods are faceted and the
nanorod film appears to have the similar roof tile structure
reported in the literature for MgO films grown by oblique angle
deposition [20].
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Fig. 1. (a) SEM side view and (b) SEM top view of 750-nm-thick CaF2 nanorods grown by oblique angle (651) vapor deposition incident from the left. (c) A two-dimensional

(2D) X-ray diffraction pattern of the CaF2 nanorods film. (d) The 2y plot constructed by integrating a narrow slice (711) of 2D diffraction patterns along the dashed line. (e)

X-ray pole figure showing the [111] out-of-plane orientation of 750-nm-thick CaF2 nanorods. (f) A schematic showing the side view of a faceted CaF2 nanorod with the

[111] direction perpendicular to the substrate, the ½1 1̄ 1� direction facing towards the incident flux, and the [1 21] direction in the facet plane.
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Fig. 1c is an image of the raw two dimensional (2D) X-ray
diffraction pattern of the CaF2 nanorods film deposited at 651
incidence angle. There is a sharp (111) arc nearly centered about
the substrate normal. Fig. 1d is a 2y plot that was formed by
integrating a narrow slice (711) along the substrate normal
(dashed line in Fig. 1c) of the 2D diffraction data. From this plot we
can clearly see a dominant (111) out-of-plane texture as
compared with the powder diffraction intensities (ICCD card 04-
0864). The other diffraction peaks from CaF2 are very weak, but
some small features can be observed (for example, a (2 2 0) peak
at 2yE471 and a (4 0 0) peak at 2yE681). To reveal the biaxial
texture of the film, the (111) pole figure was constructed, as
shown in Fig. 1e. CaF2 is a cubic structure, the adjacent /111S
directions are separated by 70.531 theoretically. In the pole figure,
the angular distances between each two concentrated {111} pole
positions are close to 701, consistent with the theoretical
calculation. The well-defined pole intensity concentration in the
pole figure thus indicates that the CaF2 film is biaxially oriented,
i.e., it has not only an out-of-plane preferred orientation but also a
clear in-plane preferred orientation.

The existence of the center (111) pole indicates that the
crystallographic direction of the film normal to the substrate is
the [111] direction. It has been argued that the out-of-plane
texture orientation is controlled by surface energy [21–23],
because the mobility of deposited atoms is high on the plane
with the minimum energy and would spread quickly on this plane
to dominate the growth. In an oblique angle deposition, the
minimum energy plane would face towards the incidence flux and
would give a texture tilted towards the flux. For CaF2, the
minimum energy plane is {111} [24]. In the present case, the

faceted surface facing the incidence flux is the (11̄1) plane. This
plane is equivalent to any other planes in the {111} family. Here a
specific plane is used to facilitate the discussion. As for the in-
plane orientation, crystals with the azimuthal orientation having
the highest vertical growth rate would survive [22,25] and would
define the in-plane texture. A schematic of the growth front of
CaF2 nanorods is shown in Fig. 1f based on our X-ray pole figure
analysis and TEM analysis presented later. It is concluded that the
fastest vertical growth direction appears to be the /12 1S
direction for CaF2 deposition. We use {111}/1 21S to label this
biaxial structure.

Similar to the MgO biaxial films reported in the Refs. [5,6], the
surface of our CaF2 nanorod film is quite porous as seen in Fig. 1b.
The porous surface is not desirable to be used as a buffer layer for
further growth of semiconductor films. We then deposited an
additional 250-nm-thick CaF2 as a capping layer on top of the
nanorod film by normal incidence deposition. We expect that the
nanorods would serve as seeds for the homoepitaxial growth of
the capping layer. Due to the atomic steering effect, the structure
on top of the nanorods would fan-out during deposition [26] to
cover most gaps in between the nanorods. The origin of the
atomic steering effect is due to the long-range van der Waals force
that tends to attract the incoming atoms which would then stick
to the side walls and cause sideways growth. A slower deposition
rate of 9 nm/min was used to grow this capping layer. Fig. 2a
shows the SEM side view image of the 250 nm capping layer
(region II) on top of the 750 nm nanorods film (region I). Fig. 2b
shows the top view of the capping layer (region II) which contains
three-fold symmetric faceted nanocrystals. The capping layer has
a multilayered inverted-pyramid structure. The top surface of the
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Fig. 2. (a) SEM side view of the 750-nm-thick CaF2 nanorods (region I) grown by oblique angle deposition and 250-nm-thick CaF2 capping layer (region II) grown by normal

incidence deposition. (b) SEM top view of the 250-nm-thick CaF2 capping layer. (c) X-ray pole figure showing the [111] out-of-plane orientation of the entire film with 250-

nm-thick CaF2 capping layer on 750-nm-thick CaF2 nanorods. (d) A schematic showing the top view of one faceted CaF2 capping layer with an inverted pyramid consisting

of three {110} planes.
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film is corrugated but the coverage of the surface is much larger
compared with that of the roof tile structure of the nanorod film
which contains large gaps and holes, as seen in Fig. 1b.

An X-ray pole figure shown in Fig. 2c was taken from the film
with the capping layer. The pole figure looks qualitatively similar
to that shown in Fig. 1c, which is from the nanorods film without
the capping layer. This indicates that the capping layer was grown
‘‘epitaxially’’ on top of the nanorods and has maintained the same
crystallographic orientation as the nanorods film. Because X-ray
penetrates deep into the film, the pole figure reflects the average
texture information from the entire thickness of the film. The
capping layer consists of inverted pyramids. The tip angle is
estimated to be �116741 from the SEM side view shown in Fig.
2a. This value is close to the tip angle (�1251) of the inverted
pyramid structure with the three {110} planes as side faces. Fig.
2d is a schematic of the top view of the capping layer showing the
three proposed {110} side facets. Also, there is an island nucleated
at the center of the inverted pyramid. This island would serve as a
seed to grow a subsequent {110} faceted layer.

To examine how the texture evolves at different stages of
growth in more detail, we performed a TEM analysis of the sample
shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 is a TEM cross-sectional view of the sample
and the corresponding selective area diffraction patterns from
four circled regions. The zone axis is close to the /110S direction.
It can be seen from the figure that the broken ring diffraction
pattern from circle 1 region shrinks to a nearly spot-like
diffraction pattern from circle 3 region when the electron beam
moved up along the nanorod height (marked as ‘‘Region I’’ in the
figure). This suggests that the biaxial orientation becomes
progressively stronger as the nanorods grow taller. In the capping
layer (marked ‘‘Region II’’), where the deposition changed into

normal incidence deposition, the nearly spot-like diffraction
pattern from circle 4 in region II remains unchanged. We tested
different locations along the capping layer region, similar
diffraction patterns were obtained. This indicates that the capping
layer is grown epitaxially on the top of the nanorods. In Fig. 3, the
arrows showing the [2 0 2], [111], and ½1 1̄ 1� directions in region II
are inferred from the TEM diffraction pattern.

The extraction of the spread of the in-plane biaxial orientation
at the surface of the film is challenging. X-ray pole figure
represents the pole concentration from the entire film, not just
from the surface. From Fig. 1c, the spread (full-width-half-
maximum) of the in-plane orientation of the 750-nm-thick
nanorods film from the phi-scan, is estimated to be �20.91, while
the spread in the film with the additional 250-nm-thick capping
layer estimated from Fig. 2c is �17.91. The spread of the pole
becomes narrower after the capping layer is deposited. Therefore
the biaxial texture of the capping layer is better than that of the
nanorod film. However, the exact spread from the surface biaxial
texture of the film, which is expected to be even smaller, is still
not known. One cannot extract the spread of the surface texture
from a diffraction pattern (such as the ones shown in Fig. 3),
because the TEM diffraction pattern is obtained from a particular
direction.

4. Conclusions

In summary we report the creation of a 750-nm-thick biaxially
oriented CaF2 nanorod film on an amorphous substrate using the
oblique angle thermal evaporation deposition technique with an
incident flux inclined at 651 with respect to the surface normal.
The nanorods have a {111}/1 21S biaxial orientation with a
(11̄1) facet facing the incident flux. This nanorod surface is used
as a seed to create a 250 nm epitaxial capping layer by a second
CaF2 deposition with a normal incidence flux. This unique CaF2

film with a capping layer may be useful as a buffer layer to grow
an active semiconductor film such as CdTe or polycrystalline Si for
energy conversion devices in solar cell applications.
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indicated in Fig. 2a. The right panel shows selected area electron diffraction (SAED)

patterns corresponding to circled areas numbered 1–3 in region I and circled area 4

in region II. The zone axis is /110S. The out-of-plane direction [111], the faceted

½1 1̄ 1� direction facing the incident flux, and the [2 0 2] direction are inferred from

the SAED.
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